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DARLINGSIDE BRINGS FISH POND FISH INTO 2021 WITH
LIVE STREAM LIVE!
LIVE PERFORMANCE OF ENTIRE ALBUM FEBRUARY 11
"It’s bursting with a crystalline presence." – WBUR
Nashville, TN – On February 11, celebrated indie-folk group Darlingside will perform
their critically acclaimed new album Fish Pond Fish in its entirety and in sequence.
Darlingside has added Deni Hlavinka (keys) and Ben Burns (drums) to the lineup, and
they will play a few older songs as well. The event is being billed as LIVE STREAM
LIVE! and features two shows, at 3pm ET and 8pm ET, followed by a group meet &
greet. For more information and to purchase tickets, go HERE. The events will be
viewable for 72 hours.
Fish Pond Fish was released in October 2020 and earned raves for the lush harmonies,
gorgeous arrangements and thoughtful lyrics. Accolades include:
"The album is filled with thoughtful analogies and exquisite phrasing that reflect a world
at work around us and the resulting lessons we can learn. Beauty is ever-present if
we’re willing to notice, and Darlingside’s latest beckons us to lean in and listen."
– No Depression
“Darlingside swims into lush, exquisite and literary folk on ‘Fish Pond Fish’”
– American Songwriter
"This music is rich and dense, ethereally harmonious, and far from simple. Many of
these tunes, with their acoustic strumming, plucked banjos, and some effects, seem as
if they are being directly transmitted from the heavens above – certainly the sequence
that runs from ‘Time Will Be’ to ‘February Stars’ to ‘Denver’ to ‘Mountain + Sea.’”
– Glide
“Darlingside’s dazzling album ‘Fish Pond Fish’ is a connective triumph”
– Atwood
Darlingside has long been praised for their harmonies and intelligent songwriting,
described by NPR as “exquisitely-arranged, literary-minded, baroque folk-pop,” and

which The New Yorker compared to David Crosby and The Byrds. Paired with their
sharp wit and wordplay, Darlingside has become a live-performance favorite, and their
songs are treasures for literary and lyric-loving fans. Fish Pond Fish expands on the
band’s broad storytelling prowess, adding more layers and strokes onto an already
dense palette.

For more information about Darlingside, please contact Karen Wiessen
karen@alleyesmedia.com or Taylor Dickens taylor@alleyesmedia.com
at All Eyes Media (615) 227-2770

